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The eastern edge of the plain is bordered by large lakes—Great Bear,
Great Slave, Athabaska, Reindeer, Winnipeg, and Lake of the Woods.
Like Lake Superior and the other Great Lakes farther east, they form a
chain along the edge of a rough old mass of mountains called the Canadian
Shield. This shield extends around Hudson Bay to Labrador, and is con-
tinued north in Baffin Land. Although nowhere very high, and in large
areas smoothed down almost to a plain, as befits the ancient, well-worn
type that faces the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, these mountains form a
rough, rocky region, which is often quite rugged. The icesheet scraped
away most of the soil, leaving the bare bones of the country exposed. The
large lakes around the border and thousands of small lakes within the
shield indicate how much work the icesheet did.
Fortunately for Canada the St. Lawrence River has carved a great
Valley across the eastern part of the old mountains, thus separating the
Canadian Shield and its Laurentide Mountains (east of Montreal) from
the Appalachian System, which begins in southeastern Canada and extends
to Alabama. The St. Lawrence Valley both gives an open passage to the
sea and provides a fertile, though narrow, lowland. That valley and the
lowland triangle between Lakes Ontario, Erie, and Huron provides a
home for most of Canada's people in the provinces of Quebec and Ontario.
A separate and much smaller group of Canadians lives east of the Ap-
palachian Mountain System in the lowlands of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, the Maritime provinces.
The reason why the Canadians live mainly in southwestern British
Columbia, the wheat-raising plains of the far interior, the Great Lakes
triangle, the St. Lawrence Valley, and the little Maritime provinces is
primarily that these regions are warm enough for agriculture. Notice
how Canada's large cities cling to the southern edge of the country. To
begin with the older East, Quebec and Montreal are located on the St.
Lawrence, Ottawa on a branch of that river, Toronto and Hamilton on
Lake Erie, Winnipeg in the Great Plains, and Vancouver on the west
coast. Only small cities such as Halifax on the east coast and Calgary
and Edmonton in the western plains lie more than 60 or 70 miles from
the United States. Even Edmonton lies only a little over 300 miles from
the border. This concentration of population near the southern border
is clearly evident in the Canadian railroads (A566).* Even the road to
Churchill on Hudson Bay pierces no more than 700 miles into the
*At the end of this book, before the index, the reader will find 7 railroad maps—
6 of the continents and one of the United States. These maps also show international and
state boundaries, together with large cities so far as these can be legibly inserted without
interfering with the railroads. These maps should be constantly studied while this chapter
and the next two are being read.

